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Abstract

Obsessive–compulsive and impulsive behaviors co-occur in certain psychiatric conditions. Some have suggested that these
disturbances constitute a spectrum of altered psychologies and behaviors that share an underlying neuropathology. We investigate
here whether obsessive–compulsiveness and impulsivity reflect related psychological dimensions in a non-clinical adolescent
population. Out of 720 high-school students, 672 and 682 completed a questionnaire interview with a Chinese version of the
Maudsley Obsessive–Compulsive Inventory (MOCI) and the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11), respectively. Both MOCI and
BIS-11 demonstrated good overall internal consistency, each with three major factors identified with Principal Component
Analysis. In the 638 participants who completed both questionnaires, the total MOCI and BIS-11 scores did not correlate with each
other. However, the MOCI factor “repetitive checking and attention to details” correlated negatively with the BIS-11 factor
“inability to plan and look ahead” for all participants, and for males and females separately. The same MOCI factor also correlated
negatively with the BIS-11 factors “lack of perseverance and self-control” and “novelty-seeking and acting without thinking” for all
participants, and for females but not for males. The MOCI factor “doubt and intrusive thoughts” correlated positively with the BIS-
11 factor “lack of perseverance and self-control” for all participants, and for males but not for females. These results suggested that
the relationship between obsessive–compulsiveness and impulsivity as measured by the MOCI and the BIS-11 is complicated, with
gender playing an important modulatory role. We discuss the relevance of these findings to developing a conceptual scheme to
characterize and study the neurobiological basis of obsessive–compulsive and impulsive behaviors.
© 2006 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Obsessive–compulsiveness and impulsivity co-occur
in a number of psychiatric conditions (McElroy et al.,
1994). Hollander et al. viewed these altered behaviors as
the two core manifestations of the obsessive–compul-
sive spectrum disorders (OCSDs), which are disorders
that involve an inability to inhibit or delay repetitive
behaviors and the share important clinical characteristics
rved.
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Fig. 1. (a) The distribution of the BIS-11 total scores and (b) Scree test.
The first three components appear to have an eigenvalue distinctively
larger than the others.
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with obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD, Hollander
and Wong, 1995; Hollander et al., 1996). Compulsivity,
typified by the core symptoms of OCD, is characterized
by exaggerated perception of harm and excessive, over-
reflective responses, and difficult-to-control harm or risk
avoidance behaviors. Impulsivity, on the other hand, is
characterized by underestimation of harm, non-reflective
responses, and difficult-to-control desires and repetitive
behaviors to obtain pleasure and gratification. Although
compulsivity and impulsivity seemingly describe two
opposite extremes of these altered behaviors, most
OCSDs can be characterized by a combination of com-
pulsivity and impulsivity to varying extents. In fact, both
of these behavioral features are often observed simulta-
neously or at different times in the course of the same
illness (Hollander andWong, 1995; Skodol and Oldham,
1995; Stein et al., 1996).

Evidence supporting the continuity of symptomatolo-
gy and disease categories in OCSD comes mostly from
the patterns of co-morbidity observed between OCD and
OCSD. For instance, studies have shown higher rates of
lifetime diagnosis of body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) in
OCD patients (Simeon et al., 1995) and higher rates of
BDD in case probands and relatives of OCD patients
compared with non-proband controls (Bienvenu et al.,
2000). Other studies have found a high co-occurrence of
OCD in patients with BDD (Phillips et al., 1994; Veale et
al., 1996), suggesting a strong diagnostic and etiological
relationship between the two disorders. On the other hand,
the association of other OCSDs, particularly those
presenting predominantly impulsive behaviors, with
OCD has been less consistent (Swedo and Leonard,
1992; Christenson et al., 1991; Bienvenu et al., 2000;
Lochner et al., 2005). For instance, while some studies
showed that patients with pathological gambling report
more obsessions and compulsions, other studies failed to
demonstrate increased OC symptoms in these patients
(Frost et al., 2001; Kim and Grant, 2001; Anholt et al.,
2004). Moreover, a recent study suggested important
contrasting clinical characteristics between OCD and
trichotillomania, including the age of onset of illness and
treatment response to serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(Lochner et al., 2005). Therefore, despite the symptom-
atological overlaps and possible etiological relationship
among the OCSDs, the differential association of various
OCSDs with compulsivity and impulsivity seems to
suggest the utility of using the two behavioral features as
opposing concepts in characterizing these disease entities.

Hoehn-Saric and Barksdale (1983) compared OCD
patients with a history of poor impulse control with those
without such history in a small sample of subjects. They
found that, although both groups reported comparable
OC symptoms, the impulsive group rated significantly
higher on disturbances during childhood. They sug-
gested that poor impulse control was related to
disturbances that had already manifested themselves
during childhood, while the OCD was superimposed at a
later time. A more recent study sought to determine
whether OCD patients with impulsive features consti-
tuted a distinct subtype of OCD (Matsunaga et al., 2005).
Of more than 150 adult OCD patients, about one third
had concurrent impulse control disorder (ICD), and
could be differentiated from those without ICD by
younger age of onset, more severe psychopathology and
poor treatment outcome. The authors suggested that
these results argued against a dichotomy between
compulsive and impulsive disorders and that both
behavioral features could be used as orthogonal dimen-
sions to characterize related psychiatric conditions
(Lacey and Evans, 1986; Rasmussen and Eisen, 1994;
McElroy et al., 1995).

Taken overall, these studies have provided a prolific
body of evidence suggesting the complexity in charac-
terizing OCSDs in terms of obsessive–compulsiveness
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and impulsivity. However, the question remains whether
these two behavioral features should best be used as
correlated, opposing (negatively correlated) or orthogonal
dimensions in conceptualizing OCSDs and in clinical
psychological studies in general. The current study
attempts to address this question by studying the
association of impulsivity and obsessive–compulsiveness
in a non-clinical sample. In particular, to circumvent the
issue of developmental or adaptive superimposition of
personality traits as suggested by Hoehn-Saric and
Barksdale (1983), we examined for this association in
an adolescent population. A positive association between
these two personality traits would suggest a common
biological basis of impulsivity and obsessive–compul-
siveness and continuity in these behavioral attributes. A
negative association would suggest conceptual diagonal-
ization of these two behavioral features and impose
important constraints on their underlying neurobiology.
Finally, a lack of association would suggest that
impulsivity and obsessive–compulsiveness represent
different psychological constructs, without ruling out
the possibility that one personality trait might affect the
development of the other as the full personality profiles
unfold for these individuals later in their lives.
Table 1
Factor loadings of 25 items of BIS-11

Item Question Facto

Inabi

1a I plan task carefully 0.6
2 I do things without thinking 0.4
3 I make up my mind quickly −0.01
4 I am happy-go-lucky −0.01
5 I don't “pay attention” 0.29
6 I have “racing” thoughts −0.06
7a I plan trips well ahead of time 0.5
8a I am self-controlled 0.4
9a I concentrate easily 0.4
10a I save regularly 0.13
11 I “squirm” at plays or lectures 0.14
12a I am a careful thinker 0.7
13a I plan for job security 0.25
14 I say things without thinking 0.20
16 I change jobs −0.17
17 I act “on impulse” 0.25
18 I get easily bored solving thought problems 0.23
19 I act on the spur of the moment 0.02
20a I am a steady thinker 0.6
22 I buy things on impulse 0.08
24 I change hobbies −0.02
25 I spend or charge more than I earn 0.16
26 I have outside thoughts when thinking 0.12
28 I am restless at lectures or talks 0.19
30a I plan for the future 0.4
a Indicates reverse scoring; bold typeface indicates highest factor loading
A concurrent goal of the present study is to assess the
association of obsessive–compulsive and impulsive per-
sonality features in an adolescent population. Previous
work has demonstrated high co-morbidity between
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, Tourette's disorder
and OCD, and has suggested an etiological link between
obsessive–compulsive and disinhibitory psychopatholo-
gies in adolescents and younger children (Sherman et al.,
1998; Stephens and Sandor, 1999; Niehaus et al., 2000;
Cath et al., 2001; Apter et al., 2003; Guerrero et al., 2003;
Mathews et al., 2004). It would thus be of interest to
examine whether and which specific aspects of the asso-
ciation between the obsessive–compulsive and impulsive
symptomatologies extend to a non-clinical population.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Adolescents (n=720; 353 males, 16.9±1.3 years of
age; 367 females, 16.8±1.3 years of age; no difference
in age, P=0.39, two-sample t test) from the Ho-Ping
High School of Taipei city participated in the study.
These students belonged to 15 classes of the senior high
r 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

lity to plan Lack of self-control Novelty-seeking

49123 0.119744 0.081926
00987 0.262666 0.353052
199 −0.02074 0.550733
828 0.075552 0.544676
8339 0.438867 0.196955
022 0.420681 0.206281
36917 0.156909 0.008719
39178 0.378176 −0.01335
60853 0.421445 −0.11692
192 0.302715 0.00582
3673 0.222001 0.102436
04205 −0.01386 0.114718
1048 0.316447 −0.07379
4441 0.222235 0.396935
641 0.117664 0.457651
0105 0.368176 0.546521
4682 0.321901 0.199386
3073 0.240371 0.422732
8637 0.131961 0.031284
2566 0.439607 0.285732
102 0.307615 0.180089
2352 0.576056 0.240037
9585 0.603491 0.090319
6578 0.46714 0.106042
1924 0.131429 −0.13109

for each item.



Fig. 2. (a) The distribution of the MOCI total scores and (b) Scree test.
The first three components appear to have an eigenvalue distinctively
larger than the others.
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and six classes of the junior high, selected based on their
availability on the day the questionnaire interviews were
conducted. No formal psychiatric evaluation was
performed for our subjects. However, none of them
reported history of neurological insult, use of illicit
substances or current use of psychotropic medications.
Written consent was obtained from all of the participants
after the nature and the procedures of the study were
explained in detail, in strict accordance with the institute
guidelines.

2.2. Barratt Impulsiveness Scale version 11 (BIS-11)

Participants completed a Chinese version of the Barratt
Impulsiveness Scale version 11 (BIS-11, Patton et al.,
1995) and the Maudsley Obsessive–Compulsive Inven-
tory (Hodgson and Rachman, 1977) during an extended
break in school. The BIS-11 is a 30-item self-report
questionnaire designed to measure impulsivity. All items
are measured on a 4-point scale (1 = rarely/never; 2 =
occasionally; 3 = often; 4 = almost always/always). The
total score thus ranges from 30 to 120, with a higher score
indicating higher impulsivity. Eleven of the 30 items are
scored in a reverse order to avoid response bias. The BIS-
11 has been translated into Italian and Japanese with good
internal consistency and test–retest reliability (Fossati et
al., 2001; Someya et al., 2001). Factor analysis revealed
three independent components in the BIS-11 (Patton et al.,
1995): attentional impulsiveness (assessing the ability to
focus on the task at hand);motor impulsiveness (assessing
the tendency to act on the spur of the moment); and non-
planning impulsiveness (assessing the tendency to plan
and think carefully).

2.3. Maudsley Obsessive–Compulsive Inventory (MOCI)

The Maudsley Obsessive–Compulsive Inventory
(MOCI) is also a 30-item self-report questionnaire, de-
signed to measure obsessive–compulsiveness (Hodgson
and Rachman, 1977). All items are answered true or false,
yielding a maximum score of 30 with higher score indi-
cating greater obsessive–compulsiveness. Fifteen of the 30
items are scored in a reverse order to avoid response bias.
Factor analysis revealed four subscales: washing, checking,
slowness and doubting (Hodgson and Rachman, 1977).
Earlier studies have suggested that theMOCI exhibits good
reliability and predictive validity (Dent and Salkovskis,
1986; Sternberger and Burns, 1990). The MOCI has
previously been translated into Chinese, Hebrew, Japanese,
and Norwegian for use in a non-clinical population with
modest internal consistency (Chan, 1990; Tadai et al.,
1995; Zohar and Bruno, 1997; Støylen et al., 2000).
3. Results

3.1. Item and factor analysis of the BIS-11 and MOCI

The total impulsivity (BIS-11) score of all 682 par-
ticipants who completed the BIS-11 questionnaire ranged
from 47 to 108 (mean±standard deviation: 72.5±8.7;
72.7±8.7, males; 72.2±8.7, females, P=0.44, two-
sample t test) and followed a skewed distribution with a
skewness of 0.29 and a kurtosis of 0.38 (Fig. 1a). We
assessed the internal consistency of this Chinese version
of the BIS-11 by performing reliability analysis. Five of
the 30 items demonstrated a corrected item–total
correlation less than 0.1 (compared with 0.318±0.159,
mean±standard deviation) and were removed from
further analysis. The remaining 25 items of the BIS-11
had a Cronbach's α of 0.834. We performed a factor
analysis of these 25 items by extraction with principal
component analysis (PCA). The first three components
had an eigenvalue greater than 1.5, met the criteria of the
scree test, and explained 37.9% of the variance (Fig. 1b).
We followed with a varimax factor rotation of the data



Table 2
Factor loadings of all 30 items of MOCI

Item Question (abbreviated) Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Repetitive checking Intrusive thoughts Concern over cleanliness

1 Avoiding public telephone 0.065054 0.100936 0.137553
2 Getting nasty thoughts −0.02989 0.443947 0.057605
3 More concerned about honesty 0.106778 0.114422 −0.0599
4 Being late for getting through things on time −0.13417 0.21749 0.164616
5a Not worrying about touching an animal 0.231637 0.006784 0.064446
6 Checking things several times 0.514722 0.211642 0.11065
7 Having a strict conscience 0.213626 0.097291 −0.02707
8 Being upset by unpleasant thoughts 0.054598 0.643769 0.027306
9a Not worrying about bumping into somebody 0.168863 0.193871 0.026242
10 Having doubts about simple everyday things 0.158346 0.568125 0.062662
11a Not having strict parents 0.15804 0.003953 0.016073
12 Getting behind work due to repetition 0.06127 0.391084 0.095642
13a Using an average amount of soap 0.205997 0.107254 0.266564
14 Believing in unlucky numbers 0.13929 0.225003 0.16336
15a Not checking letters before mailing 0.223282 0.146151 0.170454
16a Not taking long to dress in the morning 0.003499 −0.01607 0.661354
17a Not overconcerned about cleanliness 0.284859 −0.03945 0.250862
18 Attending too much to detail 0.311622 0.323565 −0.0108
19a Using well-kept toilets without any hesitation 0.208068 0.058623 −0.00119
20 Checking repeatedly 0.47991 0.369371 0.088145
21a Not overconcerned about germs and diseases 0.430932 0.045302 0.163533
22a Not checking more than once 0.623168 0.144363 0.064406
23a Not sticking to a strict routine 0.33603 0.04301 0.060312
24a Not feeling hands dirty after touching money 0.254077 0.043391 −0.00066
25a Not counting when doing a routine task 0.373462 0.036533 0.033973
26 Taking long to wash in the morning −0.05523 0.042899 0.739818
27a Not using a great deal of antiseptics 0.19602 0.043384 0.255657
28 Spending time checking things over 0.363509 0.401283 0.158349
29a Not taking long in hanging and folding clothes 0.019448 0.118373 0.210856
30 Feeling things have not been done right 0.171518 0.523633 0.101642
a Indicates reverse scoring; bold typeface indicates highest factor loading for each item.
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with maximum likelihood extraction of three factors.
Table 1 shows loadings of all 25 items on these three
factors. These three factors accounted for 29.9% for the
Table 3
Pearson correlation among MOCI and BIS-11 sub-scores

MOCI F1

Repetitive checki

Pearson r P

All (n=638) BIS-11 F1, inability to plan −0.27 b0
BIS-11 F2, lack of self-control −0.17 b0
BIS-11 F3, novelty-seeking −0.16 b0

Males (n=312) BIS-11 F1, inability to plan −0.25 b0
BIS-11 F2, lack of self-control −0.14 0
BIS-11 F3, novelty-seeking −0.12 0

Females (n=326) BIS-11 F1, inability to plan −0.29 b0
BIS-11 F2, lack of self-control −0.22 b0
BIS-11 F3, novelty-seeking −0.19 b0

Note. bold type indicates statistical significance.
total variance, and could represent a deficit in planning
and looking ahead (factor 1), lack of perseverance and
self-control (factor 2), and propensity toward novelty-
MOCI F2 MOCI F3

ng Intrusive thoughts Concern about
cleanliness

value Pearson r P value Pearson r P value

.0001 0 0.910906 0.02 0.542992

.0001 0.18 b0.0001 0.12 0.002852

.0001 −0.03 0.451779 −0.02 0.681904

.0001 −0.01 0.841387 0.07 0.220843

.013623 0.23 b0.0001 0.16 0.004850

.038288 0.05 0.413723 0.02 0.767491

.0001 −0.03 0.531834 −0.01 0.915575

.0001 0.09 0.104434 0.10 0.085224

.0005 −0.10 0.080936 −0.03 0.544772
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seeking and acting without thinking (factor 3), respec-
tively.We computed the total score of the 25 items and the
total sub-score of the three factors for all 682 participants.

The total MOCI scores for all 672 participants who
completed the MOCI questionnaire ranged from 1 to 25
(mean±standard deviation: 11.0±4.8; 11.6±4.8, males;
10.5±4.8, females, Pb0.005, two-sample t test). The
distribution of the total MOCI scores is negatively
skewed with a skewness of 0.40 and a kurtosis of −0.13
(Fig. 2a). Item analysis of this Chinese version of MOCI
showed that the corrected item–total correlation of all
30 items averaged 0.265±0.110 (mean±standard devi-
ation) with a Cronbach's α of 0.756. Component ex-
traction with principal component analysis (PCA) in
conjunction with the scree test suggested that only the
first three components be identified (Fig. 2b). We thus
performed varimax factor rotation of the data with
maximum likelihood extraction of three factors. Table 2
shows loadings for all 30 items on these three factors,
which accounted for 19.8% of the total variance and
could indicate repetitive checking (factor 1), doubting
and intrusive thoughts (factor 2), and concern about
appearance and cleanliness (factor 3), respectively. We
computed the total MOCI scores and the total sub-
scores of these three factors for all 672 participants.

3.2. Correlation between MOCI and BIS-11 total scores
and factor sub-scores

We performed linear regressions of the total BIS-11
scores against total MOCI scores for 638 participants
who completed both questionnaires and for male and
female participants separately. We also performed linear
regressions of the total sub-score of each of the three
BIS-11 factors against the total sub-score of each of the
three MOCI factors, for all subjects combined and for
male and female subjects separately. Because of these
multiple analyses (30 in total), a family-wise Bonferroni
correction was used to adjust for statistical significance.
A P value of less than 0.001 (b0.05/30) was considered
statistically significant.

The results showed that the total BIS-11 score and the
total MOCI score did not correlate with each other, when
male and female participants were combined or when
male and female participants were examined separately
(all P'sN0.04). Table 3 shows the results of linear
regressions between BIS-11 and MOCI factor sub-
scores. There is a significant negative correlation
between BIS-11 factor 1 and MOCI factor 1 sub-scores,
for male and female participants combined, and for
males and females separately. There was also a
significant negative correlation between BIS-11 factor
2 and MOCI factor 1 sub-scores, for male and female
participants combined, and for female but not male
participants. We also found a significant positive cor-
relation between BIS-11 factor 2 andMOCI factor 2 sub-
scores for male and female participants combined and for
male but not female participants. Finally, there was a
significant negative correlation between the BIS-11
factor 3 and MOCI factor 1 sub-scores for male and
female participants combined and for female but not
male participants. None of the other correlations were
statistically significant.

Given that the loading of some items in these two
questionnaires appears exceedingly low, compared with
others, we have re-computed the total scores and re-run all
the regression analyses by including only those items
whose loading was greater than 0.3 (1 and 15 items in the
BIS-11 and MOCI were excluded, respectively, under this
criterion). The results remained identical (not shown): sig-
nificant correlations remained significant and vice versa.

4. Discussion

4.1. Factor structure of this Chinese version of the
MOCI and the BIS-11

Hodgson and Rachman identified four components
from principal component analysis (PCA) of the 30-item
MOCI in patients with OCD: checking, cleaning, slow-
ness and doubting (Hodgson and Rachman, 1977).
Sanavio and Vidotto administered an Italian version of
the MOCI to 868 young adult students and identified
three components: checking and excessive worries; fear
of contamination and excessive cleaning; and doubts and
intrusive thoughts (Sanavio and Vidotto, 1985). A fourth
component, obsessional slowness, was only identified in
male subjects. Three major factors were identified from a
study in which the MOCI was administered to 183
English-speaking Chinese medical students: repetitive
checking; fear of contamination; and doubting and rumi-
nation (Chan, 1990). Other assessments also indicated
that the slowness component is of less importance in
explaining factor loadings of the MOCI (Emmelkamp et
al., 1999). Our current results also suggested three
independent factors associated with this Chinese version
of the MOCI: repetitive checking, doubts and intrusive
thoughts, and concern about appearance and cleanliness,
in good agreement with previous studies. Therefore, the
MOCI appears to be well characterized by three
conceptual dimensions including repetitive checking,
excessive cleaning, and doubts and intrusive thoughts,
although the item loadings may not be exactly the same
across different languages and cultures.
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The BIS-11 administered to college undergraduates,
psychiatric inpatients and prison inmates demonstrated
six components in PCA followed by an oblique, promax
rotation (Patton et al., 1995). Patton et al. then combined
them into three non-orthogonal components: attentional
impulsiveness, motor impulsiveness and non-planning
impulsiveness. A subsequent study employing confirma-
tory factor analysis showed that the Japanese version of
the BIS-11 demonstrated a similar factor structure
(Someya et al., 2001). The Italian version of the BIS-11
also shared similar psychometric properties, although the
item loadings differed from those of the English version
(Fossati et al., 2001). Our Chinese version of the BIS-11
appeared to demonstrate a slightly different factor
structure from the original and the other translations.
PCA for all 30 items identified only two components with
the scree test (data not shown). Therefore, we have
examined closely the internal consistency for each
individual item and removed those with a corrected
item–total correlation below 1.5 standard deviations of
the mean. PCA with orthogonal rotation identified three
factors with the remaining 25 items. These three factors
seem to represent similar psychological constructs as
those originally identified: inability in planning and
looking ahead (non-planning impulsiveness), lack of
perseverance and self-control (attentional impulsiveness),
and novelty-seeking and acting without thinking (motor
impulsiveness), with fair overlap of item loadings.

It is worth noting that although the factor structures of
the two questionnaires appear to be analogous to those
identified from the questionnaires in the original and
other languages, the mean total scores can differ greatly.
For instance, the mean BIS-11 obtained in Italian college
undergraduates (mean age=23 years) is around 64.1,
very close to the mean of 63.8 obtained in a U.S. sample
(Fossati et al., 2001). However, the Japanese version of
the BIS-11 as administered in an adult population (mean
age=32 years) showed a mean total score of 39.3
(Someya et al., 2001). Our current study showed a mean
BIS-11 score of 72.5 in an adolescent population (mean
age=17 years). Therefore, impulsivity as assessed by the
different translations of the BIS-11 can differ greatly
among cultures and between different age groups.
Similarly, racial differences in obsessive–compulsive-
ness as assessed by the MOCI have also been reported
(Thomas et al., 2000).

4.2. Correlation between obsessive–compulsiveness
and impulsivity

The current study showed that the total MOCI and
BIS-11 scores did not correlate with each other either for
all participants or for male and female participants
examined separately. In an earlier work, an obsessive–
compulsiveness scale (OCS) and the BIS-10 were
administered to over 50 recovering patients with alcohol
use disorders and over 350 community control subjects
(Ketzenberger and Forrest, 2000). The study found that
while alcoholic patients scored significantly higher on
impulsiveness than non-alcoholic patients, the impul-
siveness and obsessive–compulsiveness scores did not
correlate with each other, for either group of subjects.
This lack of correlation seemed to suggest that
obsessive–compulsiveness and impulsivity be treated
as non-related, orthogonal behavioral features or per-
sonality traits.

On the other hand, the factor sub-scores of the MOCI
and the BIS-11 demonstrated significant correlations even
after correction for multiple comparisons. There was a
significant negative correlation between MOCI factor 1
(repetitive checking) and BIS-11 factor 1 (inability in
planning and looking ahead) for all participants and for
male and female participants separately. The factor of
repetitive checking also showed a negative correlation
with BIS-11 factor 2 (lack of perseverance and self-
control) and factor 3 (novelty-seeking and acting without
thinking) for male and female participants combined and
for female participants only. It thus appears that repetitive
checking stands out as a compulsive trait in showing a
negative association with impulsivity. Those who are
compulsive checkers are better able to plan ahead, per-
severe, and refrain from seeking novelty and quick
decision making, an association that the current results
suggest to be more robust in females than in males. This
result appears to be consistentwith a recent study showing
that adolescent patients with OCD are less impulsive than
controls (Shoval et al., 2006). MOCI factor 2 (doubting
and intrusive thoughts) correlated positively with BIS-11
factor 2 (lack of perseverance and self-control), an
association that appeared to be carried solely by male
participants. Therefore, men who have frequent doubts
and thought intrusions tend not to be able to sustain
attention on a current activity. MOCI factor 3 (concern
about appearance and cleanliness) did not show any
significant correlation with any of the BIS-11 sub-scores,
suggesting that this personality trait most likely represents
an obsessive–compulsive dimension orthogonal to
impulsivity.

In an earlier report Stein et al. (1995) examined
impulsivity in 431 patients with OCD using the Barratt
Impulsivity Scale version 10-R (BIS-10R; Barratt and
Patton, 1983) and the Yale–Brown Obsessive–Com-
pulsive Scale (Y-BOCS). Without correcting for multi-
ple comparisons, they found that there were small but
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significant positive correlations between the BIS total
score and the Y-BOCS total score and the compulsion
sub-score, but not between the BIS total score and the
Y-BOCS obsession sub-score. The authors suggested
that perhaps the underlying impulsivity in patients with
OCD leads to increased OC symptoms or perhaps that
both impulsivity and OC symptoms reflect common
pathogenic mechanisms. These correlations in OCD
patients thus stand in contrast to our current findings,
where the only positive correlation was observed
between doubting and intrusive thoughts (an obsession)
and lack of perseveration and self-control in male
participants. This discrepancy may suggest important
differences between clinical and community samples.

Our current results also suggested potential gender
differences in the association between obsessive–
compulsiveness and impulsivity: A negative correlation
between repetitive checking (MOCI factor 1) and lack of
perseverance and self-control (BIS-11 factor 2) and
between repetitive checking (MOCI factor 1) and
novelty-seeking and acting without thinking (BIS-11
factor 3) was found for female but not male participants.
Conversely, a positive correlation between doubting and
intrusive thoughts (MOCI factor 2) and lack of perse-
verance and self-control (BIS-11 factor 2) was found
only for male participants. These findings are interesting,
considering that gender differences have been observed
for clinical and genetic characteristics inOC spectrum and
related disorders (Lochner and Stein, 2001; Ladd and
Petry, 2002; Petry et al., 2002; Lochner et al., 2004). In
particular, these findings indicate the need to examine
gender differences in the symptomatic manifestations of
OCSD.

Taken together, the current results suggest that
obsessive–compulsiveness and impulsivity as assessed
by the MOCI and the BIS-11 comprise multiple
psychological constructs. TheMOCImeasures repetitive
checking, doubting and intrusive thoughts, and concern
over cleanliness while the BIS-11 describes inability to
plan ahead, lack of perseverance and acting without
thinking, although these behavioral dimensions remain
to be confirmed and expanded. The current findings also
suggest the utility of describing specific aspects of
obsessive–compulsiveness and impulsivity in behavior-
al and clinical studies. For instance, Simeon et al. (1995)
categorized self-injurious behaviors (SIB) as compulsive
or impulsive SIB. Compulsive SIB such as hair-pulling
and skin-picking, is habitual and repetitive, with
individuals showing resistance to these ego-dystonic
urges. Impulsive SIB such as skin cutting and burning,
on the other hand, is episodic and often triggered by
external events, with individuals showing little resis-
tance to the ego-syntonic urges. What distinguish com-
pulsive and impulsive SIB appear to be the temporal
pattern (repetitive versus episodic) and associated affect
(dystonic versus syntonic) of such behaviors. Other
aspects of compulsion (as such intrusive thoughts) and
impulsivity (such as failure to plan ahead) should not be
automatically subsumed under such distinctions. Thus,
neurobiological studies seeking to identify genetic and
neuronal markers of obsessive–compulsiveness and im-
pulsivity, as well as behavioral studies to dissect OCSD
symptoms, would find it useful to distinguish among the
sub-components of these behavioral traits (Stein et al.,
1996; Steiger et al., 2003; Moritz et al., 2004).

4.3. Conclusion and limitations of the study

In summary, earlier studies have shown that patients
with OCD-like OCSD and ICD show an increase in
MOCI and BIS scorings, respectively (Muller et al.,
1997; Krochmalik et al., 2001; Lejoyeux et al., 2002;
Goveas et al., 2004; Martins et al., 2004). These two
questionnaires have also been associated in these
patients with altered serotoninergic function (Bastani et
al., 1991; Goveas et al., 2004; Cools et al., 2005), which
is widely believed to be implicated in the etiology of
OCSD. Therefore, to the extent that the two question-
naires can capture the psychology and perhaps even the
neurobiology in patients with OCD and ICD, the current
results suggest associations between obsessive–compul-
siveness and impulsivity that warrant further studies in
patients with OCSD. These results may also be of
importance in subtyping OCD (McKay et al., 2004;
Morer et al., 2006).

A few important limitations of the study should be
considered. First, we did not translate the Chinese ver-
sion of the questionnaires back to English to examine the
validity of the translation. Second, although the internal
consistency of both the MOCI and the BIS-11 as applied
to the current adolescent population appears to be
satisfactory, the total amount of variance explained by
the identified factors remains low. In particular, the
corrected item–total correlation of the MOCI is only
0.265, suggesting that our version may not be uni-
dimensional. Therefore, the validity of using these two
questionnaires in young Chinese subjects remains to be
established. Third, although the current results largely
replicated earlier findings, the number of factors
identified based on PCA and factor rotation should be
considered as specific to the current work. An item-by-
item comparison would be required to identify those
components that may be common to different languages
and cultures. Lastly, it remains to be seen whether the
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association between the MOCI and BIS-11 component
scores identified in the current study can be extended to
patient populations, in particular, patients with OCSD.
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